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Abstract 
 

 
 
This project used the resource availability hypothesis (Coley et al., 1985) as a 

framework for investigating the relationship between resource availability (as 

defined by soil nutrients), leaf traits, insect herbivore damage and insect 

community structure. According to the hypothesis, plants from low resource 

environments should be better-defended, have longer leaf lifespans and slower 

growth rates than plants from higher resource environments.  Higher resource 

plant species are expected to suffer higher levels of herbivory and recover faster 

from herbivory than low resource plant species (Coley et al. 1985). A corollary to 

this hypothesis is that plants from higher resource sites should support greater 

densities of insect herbivores than low resource species. 

 

The study was performed in Sydney, Australia, providing a temperate, southern 

hemisphere complement to most previous studies on herbivory conducted in the 

tropics and the northern hemisphere. The project had five components. 

Comparisons between high and low resource sites were made in terms of: (i) leaf 

traits of mature and immature leaves; (ii) phenology of leaf maturation; (iii) 

herbivore damage in the field and laboratory; (iv) diversity and abundance of 

herbivorous insect fauna; and (v) ability to recover from herbivory. 

 

It was found that leaves from low resource environments were better defended by 

phenols, but not by physical defences such as leaf toughness. Species from low 

resource areas did not have longer leaf lifespans or slower leaf expansion rates 

than species from higher resource areas. In addition, plants from higher resource 

sites did not suffer greater levels of herbivory or support greater densities of insect 

herbivores, and they did not recover faster from artificial defoliation compared to 

plants from low resource environments. 

 

Several expectations of the resource availability hypothesis were supported by 

these data, whilst others were not. Leaves from low resource environments 

appeared less palatable and better defended chemically, at least in terms of 
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carbon-based defences, than leaves from higher resource environments. 

However, the expectations that low resource plants would have better physical 

defences and longer leaf lifespans were not met, and the expectations that mesic 

species would suffer greater herbivore damage and support higher densities of 

herbivores than dry sclerophyll species were not supported. There was also no 

evidence that soil nutrients assisted plants in recovering from artificial defoliation. 

 

It is likely that plants from different resource environments are employing different 

strategies to defend their tissues from herbivores rather than one vegetation type 

being quantitatively better defended than the other. Leaf characteristics 

traditionally perceived as providing defence against herbivory, such as phenols, 

may in fact be contributing to plant resilience to environmental stress.  
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